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FROM MIKE

(Others please send in '»
their life-lines and likes and 

dislikes for pulication. If you .
-PppX I haven’t said enough say some more) 

This is number one of my new3 slime sheet telling of the activities 
of me and my friends and circulated among my clique and also sent to such 
trufans as Archie Mercer and Chuck Harris. No charge.

It’s called "Fantasy and Jazz Fen” because it’s send to fantasy 
and jazz fen and I couldn't think of a slick latin title. Other publication 
by me, in case this reaches the hands of a trufan I don't know are "Burro 
sania" "Book Collector’s News" and "Mood/Doom" in conduction with Bruce 
Kidd and Jhim Linwood. I like the following authors Edgar Rice1 Burroughs 
Poul Anderson, Anthony Boucher, M.J.Moorcock, Sprague De Camp, Robert E. 
Howard and Otis Kline and many other fantasy writers also Bret Harte, Mark
Twain, P.G.Wodehouse, Zane Grey, Frank Richards, Anthony Skene, and Kinsey.

? you’ve got any of these authors works send ’em along. I like Ellington 
^est of all jazz diggers - September Song is my favorite pop. tune. My main 
aim in life is to bring out as many fanzines at once as possible (this is 
at present, Later I hope to become a pro-author).

The foilwing is from other trufans 
expressed by Mike Moorcock.

FROM "WITTY"
I want to correspond with trufan everywhere. I like Burroughs best f 

of all fantasy writers. I don't dig jazz. I’m, like Mike, and OBB fan. 
FROM "BRU^CE KIDD" (Why the inverted commas - you may wonder ’cos I’m not 
telling you). I am a Bradbury and EC comic fan. I dig modern jazz and do 
one side of "MOOD/DOOM" (the Mood side). I draw illos. for a lot of fanzines 
including "Burroughsania" and "Archive". I like Tarzan. I want Brad yarns, 
FROM JOHN WISDOM I don't dig jazz. I’m a Burroughs fan in a big way and - 
hope’to get all his stories in time. If you’ve got any contact me. I like । 
to write stories. The first one I wrote was "Sojan the Mercenary" but Mike 
(the ++++++++) lost it and wrote it himstif. I’ve written about three other 
Stories in full.
ADDRESSES FOR FEN TO WRITE JTO: Witty Whitmarsh, 60 Rickman Hill, Coulsdon 
Surrey. Bruce, 2U, Ashbourne Rd., Harold Hill, Romford, Essex.. John, 00, 

’Woodmansterne Rd., streathain, S.W.16. All want to correspond with other fen.


